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Eco Fact: the inside of our homes has 100% more pollutants than the outside of our homes according to the Sierra Club.
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Dr. George Morren was a founding member and former Chair of the Department of
Human Ecology. An anthropologist, George conducted extensive research on the
Miyanmin tribe in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea. He was also a pioneer in the
use of GPS and remote sensing to document human
impacts on the environment. George served on many
committees at Cook College and was also very active
in his community, serving as Mayor of Rocky Hill, NJ
from 2005 to 2006. George retired from Rutgers in
2009.
A memorial fund is being set up in Dr. Morren’s
name to benefit graduate students.
For those interested in making a donation, please
make out checks to the “Rutgers University Foundation” and please include George Morren’s name in
the note. Donations can be sent to Kelly Watts,
Associate Dean of Development, Suite 111,
88 Lipman Drive, New Brunswick, NJ 08901.
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Certain courses are offered on a Pass/No
Credit basis. These courses are indicated by
the credit prefix P/NC in the course listings
in the catalog and in the Schedule of Classes. The credits earned on a Pass/No Credit basis count toward the credits required
for graduation but are not included in the
calculation of the cumulative grade-point
average. Students who have completed 60
degree credits also may register for two
unspecified elective courses (no more than
one per term) on a Pass/No Credit basis. Caron Chess explains “EPIB Students
who want environmental jobs may find they
need more science. Pass/no credit courses
make it easier for EPIB students to take
more difficult classes.” BUT you cannot
take one of these Pass/No Credit science
courses until you finish ALL of your science
requirements. A grade of C or better must
be achieved in order to convert the instructor's grade to a Pass. Forms are available in
the SEBS Office of Academic and Student
Programs and must be submitted by the end
of the second week of the term. Once elected officially, the Pass/No Credit designation
may not be restored to a letter grade.
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Experience Based Education
Along with the Careers course (11:374:280) that all EPIB students are required to
take, there are various ways to complete the three other credits for the Experience-Based Education requirement.


Environmental Communication Clinic (11:374:493) : Blogging and Podcasting for
the Environment (11:374:493) - Offered during Spring semesters. This course provides students problem-solving skills and hands-on experience while developing audio
and video podcasts to promote environmentally responsible behavior on campus.



Environmental Studies Internship: Including internships involving environmental
research and policy at Rutgers, other institutions, public agencies, non-governmental
organizations, or businesses maybe be used to gain credit for this requirement. Examples of this include but are not limited to internships with NJPIRG
(njpirgstudents.org), experience gained while studying abroad, programs approved
through the Rutgers SPIN Program (sebsspin.rutgers.edu), or credit gained by working
with the EPIB Trail. These examples are great places to start looking for experience
based options, but there are many other options.



An advisor-approved honors project: Faculty strongly suggest that students do an
internship to increase their ability to get a job or an honors project to increase their
likelihood of getting into graduate school. Talk to your professors and advisors about
projects students have done in the past to get an idea. If you’re interested check out
the George H. Cook Honors program online.



Readings and Practicum in Human Ecology (11:374:490 and 491): Advanced
interdisciplinary reading and independent research in human ecology under the guidance of a faculty member.

     
Responsible Drinking Happy Hour- November 4 in the Cook Café from 4:00 – 7:00PM for free dinner and fun!
The 7th Annual Monster Mash– Oct. 29th—6-9pm in the Cook/Douglass Recreation Center. A safe alternative to trick-ortreating for New Brunswick elementary school children. Various student organizations will set up activities tables for the
young visitors and reward their efforts with treats. Visit www.monstermash2010.tk for more information.
Greening NJ Communities from the Ground Up- A day-long conference celebrating 40 years of environmental protection
in New Jersey featuring a roster of distinguished speakers from the environmental community. Friday, October 28, 2011
8:30 AM to 4:30. Registration is required, visit http://www.cpe.rutgers.edu/courses/current/epa-event.html for more
information.
Rutgers University Kirkpatrick Choir and Rutgers University Glee Club—
Friday, November 4, 8 p.m. in Kirkpatrick Chapel
General Public, Rutgers Alumni, Employees, and Seniors: $10 / Students: $5
"Farmageddon" Oct 28 at 7 pm Voorhees Hall #105. Following the screening,
meet the film producer Kristin Canty.
"King Corn" Nov 14 5:30-8:30 pm Cook Campus Center MPR.
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By Samantha Gross

Campus Mysteries
Tunnels Under New Gibbons: There are extremely old tunnels running right under the
New Gibbons dormitory. Within the creepy tunnels, there are many abandoned rooms
(smaller than a classroom but not quite dorm room sized) and random doors that lead
you from one crooked hallway with some lights out to the other. In recent years, students have used some of the rooms as places to hang out away from R.A.’s, but who
knows what has happened down there. In every dorm building, when you get to the
stairs there is a giant cage-like contraption that limits who can access the basement. You
need a specific key to get in AND out of there.

Cook Fallout Shelter: There are also a underground tunneling system connecting Thompson
Hall to Blake Hall that all run to a fall out shelter - complete with survival biscuits and supplies most likely dating back to the 1960s. There were dried gourds and ornaments hanging
from the ceiling with quasi-religious graffiti saying, "Welcome to Hell." There’s still more to
learn about why these tunnels were set up and if any more exist. Thanks to Jean A., Dan C.,
and Jennifer Amato’s article from the Sentinel News

Brain Fruit: No, these are not ACTUAL brains- they just highly resemble them. The real name of these weird
things you find on the ground on the Cook Campus is actually an Osage-orange from the Osage-orange tree. The
name comes from the Native American tribe, the Osage, who used the tree for making
highly prized bows. This tree species is very adaptable to various environmental conditions like; wet or dry soils, high winds, extreme heat, high acidity, and high pH levels. The fruit itself, is not a citrus, (like
you’d assume from the name), but rather a
member of the mulberry-family. When you
cut open the wood- a bright yellow dye can
be extracted. When you open up the fruit- a
milky white sap that contains latex will ooze. So now you know
what you’ve been pegging at your friends. Reference- Gibson Landscape Production, 2011.
Corwin Residence Halls: As you may have noticed there are some
very dark deserted houses on the corner of Nichol and Dudley.
These are the Hold Corwin Dorms. After the Seton Hall fire, fire
codes were strongly enhanced. These
dorms ending up being way outdated
and not up to code. It would have been
too expensive to change these dorms to
fit the fire code standards and to continue to fix and maintain the houses—thus
they just sit there and look creepy. (The
real curiosity- why is all that parking
over there going to waste?!)
Special thanks to Kimber Ray, Dan C., and Rutgers Rarities
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Please join the EPIB

Green Halloween Party
Wednesday, October 26th, 6:30-9:30 pm

Come enjoy:
games, contests,
food, prizes,
and fun!

At Rutgers Gardens in the Log Cabin Alumni Pavilion, located off of Ryders Lane
This year we will be collecting non perishable food donations for
Rutgers Against Hunger (RAH)
Everyone is asked to bring a canned good to the door or a money donation for the
food pantry.

By Dayna Bertola

Halloween over the years has
become a $6 billion industry thanks to the consumption of unhealthy candy, costumes that consumers wear once, and carved
pumpkins that most likely be smashed on your sidewalk. Being
one of the oldest holidays, it has left a rather impressive carbon
footprint. Think about how much plastic is used to package the
candy and how many non re-usable bags are used to collect candy
during trick-or-treating. Americans use more than 380 million
plastic bags a year. One simple and cheap alternative would be to
use an old pillowcase or canvas reusable bag to collect treats. Some
believe people should not distribute candy for environmental and
health reasons, but realistically that would not be acceptable to the
36 million children who went trick-or-treating last year. Instead,
try handing out healthier options such as popcorn packets, granola
bars or dried fruit.
Costumes define Halloween. Most parties will not allow you in
without one, which is why Americans tend to buy new costumes
every year. Not only is this a waste of money, but there are negative environmental effects such as production and transportation
costs (See The Story of Stuff, page 12). Luckily, there have been

organizations created that allow consumers to trade and sell costumes. This year “National Costume Swap Day,” which was held
on October 8th, made news headlines. The organization, Green
Halloween, which is in charge of the costume swap claims that “by
swapping half the costumes children wear during Halloween, it
would reduce landfill waste by 6,250 tons!” For more information
you can visit http://greenhalloween.org/CostumeSwap/#.
Finally, most people consider pumpkin picking, carving, and painting mandatory for preparing for Halloween. However, people fail
to realize how chemically intensive growing pumpkins is and how
wasteful it could be. You do not have to give up picking pumpkins.
There are ways to avoid wasting them. There are numerous recipes
that contain pumpkin, such as pies or muffins (check out page 7 for
a great Pumpkin Crisp recipe!). You can use the inside of the
pumpkin to make purees and also use the seeds for baking purposes. So before you discard or smash your pumpkins, think about the
delicious treats you could prepare!
Before you decide to skip Halloween this year, just think about
these easy alternatives that could save time, money, and resources.
By being more environmentally conscious in
your holiday decision-making, you can help reduce our carbon footprint all while still enjoying
this festive holiday!
www.examiner.com/environmental-news-innewark/halloween-s-carbon-footprint-a-real-treat
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Follow Up- Feed Your Green
Farmers Markets

Community Supporte
d

Agriculture

By Julia Harenberg

Look for the
right labels

Consuming Local Meats

Buy Local
Use reusable bags!

Grow your own

As you might know, there are many marine species that are being overfished. But do you ever ask
yourself whether your favorite dish is sustainably harvested or overfished? Would you be interested in
finding out where and how the species are caught? The Monterey Bay Aquarium has created a
program to allow you to do that!
Monterey Bay Aquarium’s Food Seafood Watch’s purpose is to encourage consumers and businesses to support farming of seafood in ways which does not
harm the organism or the environment. Seafood Watch has great online tools that allow users to search the sustainability rating, where the organisms
are caught, how it is caught, and finally whether a certain fish is safe to consume or not. All information is science-based, peer reviewed, and use ecosystem-based criteria. They have also created pocket guides to inform you about the best choices and alternatives for when you’re on the go. These pocket
guides vary by regions of the country and are small enough to fit into your wallet. For those users with smart phones, they’ve made mobile guides you
can download as an application for your convenience. Now, when you are sitting down at a restaurant about to order, you will know at the touch of a
button which fish is the tastier and smarter choice.
Knowing about sustainability is important because we and future generations should be able to use resources for many years. If a certain species is
overused and essentially depleted, it is very hard to regenerate these populations. The Monterey Bay Aquarium is doing a great job at making the information readily available so consumers can avoid contributing to overfishing. Seafood Watch does not intend that we stop eating fish all together, but
rather gives fish lovers more sustainable alternatives.
For seafood search, pocket guides, or apps for your phone (Android and iPhone) visit:
http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/cr/seafoodwatch.aspx?c=dd
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By Kyle Walsh

umpkin

roblems

By: Jillian Drabik

Monday, October 24th is Food Day in America. Co-chaired by Representative
Rosa DeLauro (D-CT) and Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA), Food Day is a national
event meant to promote real, healthy, sustainable, and affordable foods.
Schools, towns, restaurants, and other organizations are holding events to raise
awareness of the dangers of unhealthy food and the ways to make better food
choices.

What would Halloween be without the wonderful
orange vegetable that everyone loves? Pumpkins
are a symbol of fall- they are great for carving,
decorating, and making wonderful seasonal treats.
However, in the aftermath of Hurricane Irene,
farmers are warning customers of a pumpkin
shortage this season. The rainy August caused sigRutgers Dining Services is taking part in Food Day between Wednesday, Octo- nificant delays in the planting of many pumpkin
ber 19th and Wednesday, October 26th. Sustainable meals will be offered with crops. Matters became even more severe as Hurrivegetables and meats coming from New Jersey and nearby states. The sustaina- cane Irene’s torrential rainfall and widespread
ble menu has a variety of options, including Vegan White Bean and Kale Soup, river flooding that caused many pumpkins to be
Monkfish Mediterranean, Flat Iron Steak with Chimichurri Sauce, and more
washed away or destroyed by disease. Farmers
which contain ingredients from Vineland, Barnegat, and Princeton, New Jersey. are now scrambling to try to meet the demands of
Rutgers Against Hunger (RAH) is also participating in Food Day. A five-week
customers with their depleted pumpkin crops.
Some are trying to import pumpkins from other
food drive which began on September 19th. RAH is also hosting a free apple
giveaway from 12pm - 2pm on the 24th at the Douglass, Livingston, Busch, and farms in locations that were less affected by the
rainy weather. However, for many farmers this
Rutgers student centers.
could be a tipping point, since their damaged
For more information about Food Day visit www.foodday.org. Their website
crops cannot compete with farms in big-pumpkin
features information on food choices, healthy recipes from top chefs, and more! states, such as Illinois, California, and Ohio.

Fall Recipe: Pumpkin Crisp
From the Kitchen of Colleen Earp

1 small can of pumpkin (15 oz)
3 eggs
1 small can condensed milk (15 oz)
1/2 cup brown sugar
4 tsp pumpkin pie spice*
1 box of yellow cake mix
1 cup of chopped nuts (I use walnuts sometimes,
but this is optional)
 2 sticks of butter, melted








Mix pumpkin, eggs, milk, sugar and spice together until smooth.
Pour into a greased 9 x 13 baking dish.
Sprinkle dry cake mix over the pumpkin mixture.
Sprinkle nuts.
Pour the melted butter evenly over the top.
Bake at 350 for about an hour, until your kitchen smells
glorious. Let this cool. Devour.
*You can make your own pumpkin pie spice by combining 1 part
allspice, 1 part nutmeg, 2 parts ginger and 4 parts cinnamon.

While it is most certain that pumpkin prices are
going to increase this season, many farmers are
trying their best to get the pumpkins to the people. Many farmers are suggesting buying early in
the season to guarantee that customers can select
good quality pumpkins for their holiday. To prolong the lives of pumpkins, farmers are suggesting
washing pumpkins with water and a little bleach,
to kill off any fungus and prevent mold and rotting. They are truly trying to make the best of a
difficult situation. Farmers understand that
pumpkins are much more than a vegetable- they
are a great contributor to the Halloween season
and tourism to farms. Farms lacking pumpkins
can also face losses in other seasonal events, such
as pick-your-own pumpkin farming, corn mazes,
and hay rides. The loss of all of these events would
greatly damage one of the most important seasons for connecting people to the environment. So,
in choosing to purchase locally-grown pumpkins
this year, you buy much more than an expensive
pumpkin, you buy a pumpkin that will support a
local farmer and one of the last great traditions
that connects society with nature.
For more information, http://
www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/17/hurricane-irenepumpkin-shortage_n_967979.html
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versial link between nicotine and cancer, chemical industries match studies
documenting the dangers of petroleum-based products with investigations
of their own. In any circumstance we confront, a mentality of outright dismissal rather than exploration cultivates confusion and ignorance. Thus, the
By: Kimber Ray
difficulty we confront in understanding the potential dangers of petroleumbased chemicals is complicated by the necessity of knowing where the inforCuriosity is the driving force behind science. The scientists making
these inquiries are essential in our attempts to interpret the world; relative to mation is coming from, and what might have been the motive behind the
research.
ourselves, we live in a tremendously large and perplexing environment- a
The documentary ‘The Disappearing Male’ was directed by Marc de
lone individual wouldn’t stand a chance of beginning to try to understand it
Guerre, who wrote and produced the show for the Canadian Broadcasting
all. Funding sources in scientific research are one of those tricky issues
Corporation (CBC). CBC is a national public broadcasting corporation supsince, as it goes, those funders could very well be driven by motives that
ported by public funding. However, there have been allegations of the promove beyond simple curiosity. The case of endocrine disrupters may illusgramming possessing a liberal bias. Articles refuting the findings of the doctrate the problem.
In my epidemiology class I recently had the opportunity to watch ‘The umentary are not too difficult to locate. One example is seen on ‘ScienceDisappearing Male,‛ a documentary which chronicled disturbing changes to Based Medicine’ (SBM) in a critique entitled ‚A Pinch of Science, a Pound of
male populations throughout the animal kingdom. The details: In the past 50 Skepticism.‛ The article cites studies that demonstrate that both sperm
counts and male birth ratios are steady or even on the rise. The chief editor
years, some studies have found that sperm counts in college-aged males
of SMB, Steve Novella, is a former scientific advisor for the American Council
have declined by 50%, while in the past 20 years there has been a 50% inon Science and Health (ACSM), such receives funding from numerous corpocrease in rates of testicular cancer. What’s more, the documentary claimed
that the World Health Organization has obscured declining fertility rates by rations, including those within the chemical industry. Although, in an email I
exchanged with Novella he stated that he is no longer a part of ACSM. Such
lowering fertility standards, a conspiratorial claim that is nonetheless based
relations make it hard to know who’s information is trustworthy.
on actual changes in WHO standards. Interesting case studies included an
It is thus evident that the impacts of petroleum-based chemicals
examination of alligators in Lake Apopka, Florida, where environmentally
warrant further investigation. However, research is influenced by motives,
persistent chemicals like DDT have been traced to lower levels of testoswhich may be hard to discern and place in context- which present different
terone and malformed penises. Also disconcerting was the case of the
Aamjiwnaang First Nation Community in Ontario, Canada. The initial individ- perspectives and are underpinned by research from different sources.
ual reaction to the unusually high female birth rate was to figure that ‘girls
Truth follows a winding path- it’s up to us to spot where it curves.
just run in the family.’ However, as community members began to notice that
1. Clinical implications of the new 2010 WHO reference ranges for human semen
it was not just their family, but the next, and the next, and the next, they
characteristics. Journal of Andrology.
came to the disturbing realization that a 1:3 ratio of girls to boys was perva2. Guerre, Marc de—The Disappearing Male [Film]. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada:
sive throughout the community. Current speculations link this dramatic shift Red Apple Entertainment.
in male birth ratios to the nearby petroleum refinery.
3. Canadian Broadcast Corporation- http://www.cbc.radio-canada.ca/home.asp
Petroleum-based chemicals are all around us, in beauty products, plas- 4. CBC to study whether its news is biased. Toronto Sun.
tics, toys, the soil and the water. Yet the debate over their danger stagnates 5. Center for Media and Democracy- American Council on Science and Health.
in the face of corporate denial. In a dispute reminiscent of the once contro- Source Watch.

Sizing Up the Evidence

Massachusetts: A Conservation-Community Culture
I was struck by one small detail while walking into a restaurant bathroom in Northampton, MA last weekend - the light was
turned off. It wasn't a motion-sensored light, which remain on for a time after someone exits the room. It was just a normal, everyday light. This experience expresses much more about the area of Western Massachusetts. It is an example of the social and
community norms visible throughout the small towns and cities of New England.
The restaurant was called Local Burger, which uses local meat for their burgers and meals. My order was made with grass-fed beef
from nearby Easthampton, and other non-grass-fed options came from neighboring towns as well. The quality and atmosphere of
Local Burger matched its focus on local, resource-conscious foods. Patrons were considerate and servers were helpful and laid
back. This is a restaurant where you enjoy your food and relax with friends.
The local, resource conscious attitude of the area doesn’t end with Local Burger. Atkins Farms offers everything a grocery store
should, but the produce, meats, coffees, and other foods have labels about their origins. For example, when you purchase apples
at Atkins you don’t just purchase, say, Gala apples. You purchase Gala apples from farm “x”, and it’s likely that the farm is only a
thirty-minute drive away. From local foods to energy conservation, this region of Massachusetts is an example of what will hopefully become of New Jersey.
This community-oriented attitude is not a second nature for New Jerseyans as it is in Massachusetts. But the movement is growing, and more people are beginning to embrace a conservation-community culture that already exists in New England. Jersey
farms are getting into Community Supported Agriculture (CSA), where residents usually visit weekly to collect their share of a seasonal harvest. New restaurants offer seasonal menus or have relationships with local farms, such as the Brick Farm Tavern in
Hopewell, NJ. Here at Rutgers there are at least four farmers markets in walking distance from campus (See Julia's article "Feed
Your Green"), and new water fountains make it easier to fill up reusable water bottles. These are just a few examples of how our
community is becoming more locally-oriented and environmentally conscious, you can get involved by shopping locally and
turning out the light when you leave just like those in Massachusetts!
By: Kyle Walsh
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Watching Out for the Lawns
By Scott Sincoff
There is a fresh new law that is affecting the lawns of our area. According to
the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, there are new regulations on fertilizer usage in the state. The law was created by the department in order to protect all of New Jersey’s surface and ground waters from
deterioration from chemicals. Chemicals such as nitrogen and phosphorous-which are active ingredients in lawn fertilizers-- are a threat to both the
coastal water and freshwater quality.
The new piece of legislation puts new fertilizer standards into place, while
also requiring professional landscapers to be trained and certified in applying fertilizer to lawns. The time of year and weather also affect when fertilizer can be put on lawns: fertilizer cannot be applied on lawns between November 15Th - March 1st for homeowners and December 1st - March 1st for
landscapers. Fertilizers cannot be applied during or before strong rains, on
impervious surfaces, or onto frozen ground.
People also have to be careful about what fertilizer they purchase for their
lawns. Because of the new regulation, fertilizer that is sold in stores must
have at least 20 percent of its nitrogen in slow-release form. Furthermore,
fertilizer that has phosphorous in it cannot be put onto turf unless a soil test
says that phosphorous needs to be added, or if the turf is being repaired.
Homeowners are going to need to take a closer, more careful look at the
techniques they are using to primp their lawns. For more information on the
fertilizer regulations, please visit:
www.nj.gov/dep/healthylawnshealthywater.

A Passion for
a Purpose
By Arielle Wortzel

Every person is capable of
making a long lasting difference
in this world. Everyone has that
spark inside of them that allows
them to stand up for what they
believe in, and fight for a change
they feel passionate for.
Wangari Maathai, like all of us,
was born with that spark, but she
was determined to ignite that
spark and transform it into a
burning flame.

The U.S. Postal Service recently unveiled its new line
of “Go Green” Forever stamps that show simple
actions anyone can take to improve the environment. The 16 stamps feature people of all ages
carrying out low-cost or free actions that have an
immediate effect on the environment, from adjusting the thermostat and using public transportation to
composting and recycling. Designed by San Francisco artist Eli Noyes, the “Go Green” stamps are
the Postal Service„s social awareness issue for
2011. The stamps
are also made from
materials that are
biodegradable and
recyclable, according
to Postmaster General Patrick Donahoe.
(Earth911.com)

Wangari devoted her life to fighting against the problems that she and her community were faced with on a
daily basis. She saw the connection that lay between
environmental, poverty, and human rights issues and
from that connection, she formulated a vision- a vision
that later became known as the Green Belt Movement.
Wangari Marathai was born in Nyerobi, Kenya
(Africa) in 1940. Her country experienced extreme
environmental degradation such as deforestation, soil
erosion, and depleted supplies of fresh water. As the
population and poverty levels grew, natural resources
continued to dwindle (Taking Root).
Native women were beginning to complain that there
was not enough firewood or water available. They
were without resources and had to walk long distances
to find fresh water or wood that could meet their
growing needs for basic survival. Government was
responsible for much of the deforestation by privatizing the production of cash crops such as tea and coffee.
(Taking Root).
Maarthai, came along and simply asked the native
women, “why don’t you plant your own trees?” The
women answered her “We don’t know how to grow
our own trees.” Maathai responded, “Then why don’t
you learn?” It was from this that the Green Belt
Movement began (Taking Root).
Wangari called foresters to come in and teach woman
how to plant and grow trees. As the native women
learned, they began to teach others. What started off as
a small project grew into a huge grassroots movement.
Today, over 35 million trees have been planted, and
the movement has spread to over 30 countries. Land

that was once barren, eroded, and depleted, is now
filled with lush plant life, nutrient-sodden soil, and
flowing fresh water springs (The Green Belt Movement).
Apparently, the government was not enthusiastic
about this educational effort. Government leaders
threatened by both Wangari and her movement and
were not afraid to throw a few more challenges her
way. This did not stop Wangari, and not once did it
put out the flame of political activism that burned
inside her. Since the Greenbelt Movement, Wangari
accomplished much more, including becoming the
first African woman to win the Nobel Peace Prize.
She put her heart and soul into saving the environment
and the native people who lived in it (The Green Belt
Movement).
Sadly, Maathai had battled cancer for many years and
died September 25 at age 71. Many grieved her passing, but were comforted to know that her soul will
forever live on through the 35 million trees that have
been planted and the many lives she has touched. She
gave hope to the people in her country, and to many
others around the world. All of us are capable of igniting the flame inside of us. Like Maathai, we can make
a difference, and instill the long lasting change we
want to see in the world.
_____________________________________________
NA. "The Green Belt Movement." The Green Belt Movement |
Home. Lantern Media. Web. 9 Oct. 2011.
<http://greenbeltmovement.org/index.php>.
Taking Rood. Dir. Alan Dater. Perf. Wangari Maathai. Molboro Production, 2008. DVD.
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Eco News

Orangutan Conservation
By: Samantha Gross
Orangutans are those orange-looking apes that you’ve probably
seen on TV swinging around in the trees, eating fruits, or even
dancing around in the Jungle Book. But what you probably don’t
know is that these creatures have become critically endangered
and are facing extinction while you read this.
Orangutans are the only great apes found outside of Africa. There
are two species, Pongo pygmaeus abelii in Sumatra and Pongo
pygmaeus pygmaeus in Borneo. In Borneo, it is estimated that
there are around 40,000-50,000 individuals still living in the wild,
whereas there are only less than
5,000 individuals living in the wild
in Sumatra. Since Sumatra is a
small land mass, it has even less
forest area available to inhabit.
Unfortunately, about 70% of the
forest size has decreased in the
past 60-100 years due to human
impact.
I spoke with primate behavioral ecologist at Rutgers, Dr. Erin Vogel, who studied dietary ecology and nutrition of Orangutans,
about some threats that face these species. Hunting is still a
threat to these populations and the pet trade is a minimal, but
still occurring. However, the biggest threat that these Orangutans
face is related to palm oil plantations and logging. Vast swatches
of rainforest are removed to plant and harvest palm oil- throughout this process the minimal habitat for the Orangutans is slowly
disappearing.
It is projected that if nothing is done to help these great apes, the
smaller populations in Sumatra will become extinct in 50-100
years. That’s within our lifetime! Larger populations, in Sumatra,
with over 500 individuals may stand a chance of fighting extinction for a littler longer. Extinction projections in Borneo are harder to estimate because although there is a large population, it is
broken up into smaller groups. The entire species may become
extinct in 100-500 years from now.
How can you help save the great ape Orangutan species? First,
look at the labels of what you’re buying! Palm oil is in everything
from cosmetics to lotions to soaps to foods (like chees-its). Be a
smart and conscious consumer. Don’t buy tropical hardwoods for
floors and furniture. Check to see where the wood is coming from
and how it was obtained- make sure it wasn’t illegally logged in a
tropical rainforest but rather from a certified or sustainable
source.
Why is it important to save these Orangutans? I believe every
species has a right to exist. More importantly, Orangutans are
closely related to humans on an evolutionary scale. These great
apes are so genetically and culturally diverse that we are still
learning new things about these groups. Just recently, a group of
Orangutans were discovered to make and use tools, which was a
trait thought to be only unique to humans and chimpanzees. Researchers are only beginning to explore how unique these great
apes are and how their diversity is crucial to understanding their
behavior. By losing Orangutans in the wild, we will lose information about ourselves and the ability to enjoy these amazing
animals.
Special thanks to Dr. Erin Vogel

The Black Panther Dilemma
By Arati Patel

Big cats are declining in numbers all around the world due to
over hunting and severe habitat degradation. Two of the
world’s big cats that are currently threatened include the Jaguar and the Leopard. While the populations of leopards and
jaguars are seriously declining the Black Panther is becoming
critically endangered as well. The Black Panther is a cat that
does not receive as much attention as it should. One of the
reasons is because there is a huge controversy over the classification of the Black Panther. The Black Panther is not a distinct species itself but is the general name used to refer to
black felines of the Big Cat Family. It mostly refers to Leopards and Jaguars but also includes other cats such as lions
and tigers. Some cats are born black due to a mutation or
abnormality called melanism which alters the cat’s coloration
gene. The populations of Black Panthers are not given protection itself as a species, but they are classified as becoming
endangered due to the population of Jaguars and Leopards
declining across their natural ranges. The presence of Jaguars
and Leopards in a healthy number is crucial for the population of Black Panthers to remain.
Since the Black Panther is not considered a species itself, it
presents a conservation issue. I find this interesting because
we are confronted with the importance of protecting the big
cats. It pushes for the conservation of different species of
cats as a whole rather than individual species. The protection
of the Black Panther relies on the protection of the jaguar and
the leopard. The Black Panther conservation status today remains a major concern. Jaguars and leopards are the two
gene carrying species who must mate to produce a Black Panther. With habitat loss remaining a critical danger, scientists
predict the Black Panther will continue to become endangered
all around the world. Further studies on the conservation of
the Black Panther need to take place to help promote the support that these mysterious cats need to survive. There is still
a lot to learn about the Black Panthers and we can only learn
about them if we protect the big cat family as a whole.
j

More information on big cats education visit
www.wildcatfund.org/cats.html
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Op Ed: Why Environmentalists Should Care about Occupy Wall Street

By Katie Fudacz
This time of year generally beckons a multitude of shopping excursions. Between a new fall wardrobe, school supplies, and electronics our credit cards get
quite a workout. While we outgrow certain fashion trends, use up all of our
notebook paper, and upgrade our technological assets, the consequences of our
purchases continue to impact the environment.
“The Story of Stuff” is an eye opening, twenty-minute tour through the materials economy. The viewer is guided through this
system, which encompasses extraction, production, distribution, consumption, and disposal. Along the way we are informed
not only of the legislative roots of our consumerist lifestyles, but of the negative health and environmental repercussions of
this linear process. The video is filled with statistics regarding the depletion of our natural resources and these figures work to
highlight the need to reconfigure the current linear system into a more sustainable, circular format.
“The Story of Stuff” caused me to reexamine many of my habits and question what I am spending my money on. I realized
that in most cases I am paying for a product as well as poor air quality, deforested land, exploitation of developing countries ,
toxic dumping, diminished biodiversity, and my own health complications. A cheap clock radio just does not seem worth it to
me. We, as students, can work to become savvy consumers. This means we research the means of production, purchase from
companies that are committed to ethical and sustainable practices, and individually reduce the amount of waste we produce.
It can be as simple as using products that come from recycled goods, opting for a reusable water bottle, and getting “new”
threads at a thrift store. If you thirst for more direct involvement www.thestoryofstuff.org has both the video and a plethora
of NGOs that welcome any volunteers who are eager to work towards a more sustainable future. We only have one planet and
our generation is merely renting it.
We have to make the necessary changes now to cultivate an environmentally healthy tomorrow.
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Dr. Clark’s
Strange Tales

″

Join the EPIB Department’s

Green
HALLOWEEN
Wednesday, October 26th
6:30-9:30 pm
At the Log Cabin in Rutgers Gardens- Located off Ryders Lane
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